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Visit the Stagnant online!

http://www.dot.slash_dot/~colon/dot.dash/colon.slash.dotcom/colon.icup.edu

We are just a click away.

Mon 1  
Monday Snooze Series  
Robert D. Willower, distinguished administrative associate professor of History in the school of Arts and Sciences at St. Louis University, will give a presentation titled, "I Know a Lot About History and You Don't." Reception to follow, if Willower feels the audience is worthy of his presence. 

1  
Vampire Blood Drive  
The Gateway Vampire Association will be hosting a blood drive whenever we can find you this Tuesday night. We will be monitoring the parking lots and low-lit areas. We want to... 

1 (cont.)  
drink your blood! (Special note: please indicate if you're HIV positive. Thanks.) 

Tue 2  
Sigma Pie  
Sigma Pie will be holding a special seminar: "How your fantasy can take over the government and media" at 8 p.m. with free beer. Stagnant Men in Chief L'il Bitch and SGA Pres. T. Richardson Conner will teach you ways to infiltrate these institutions and then take over the campus. (Hey, we're saving lives, too. It's free.) Refunds will be served, you can have anything you want as long as it is beer. 

Wed 3  
Wreck Sports  
Today's deadline for group capture The Men and co-ed teams are now forming. Games will be played at 158 and CAB every Tuesday and Thursday nights starting April 8. Be sure to bring your own flag. Sign up in the Wreck Sports Office. 

Thur 4  
Sig Tau Gorilla  
Sig Tau Gorilla is hosting their monthly Big Light appreciation party this Friday, just to supply yourselves, we'll supply the Bud Light non-stop. Beer will be served. Come here to socialize, complain, hand out free beer and tell you how we will one-up Sig Tau Gorilla with brilliant, well-thought-out pranks (for instance, Veinette on our door handles). Did we mention beer would be served? Be sure to come early; our secret pranks will start at 8 p.m. and ends when we're able to kick everyone out or the police come (whichever happens first). 

Fri 5  
Sigma Pie  
Sigma Pie will be holding an anti-Sig Tau Gorilla Party on Fridays. Beer will be served. Come here to socialize, complain, hand out free beer and tell you how we will one-up Sig Tau Gorilla with brilliant, well-thought-out pranks (for instance, Veinette on our door handles). Did we mention beer would be served? Be sure to come early; our secret pranks will start at 8 p.m. 

6-7  
Sigma Pie  
Sigma Pie will hold a wet t-shirt optional contest. The winner of the contest will receive a date with the Sig Pie of his/her choice. 

Mon 8  
Monday Snooze Series  
Rich Bastard to give a lecture entitled "Learn how to be a charlatan and save a bundle." The seminar will be followed by a reception serving water and crackers. The lecture is free. 

Get something to say? Put it on the board! Call 5174. If we get around to it, we'll put what you want on the bored. No exceptions, though. 

Editor's Note: On second thought, we get whatever the hell you want. It's not free.

FedEx Ground is currently looking for individuals to load and unload delivery vans and trailers part-time during our 2 a.m. or 4 p.m. shifts. 

- Tuition Reimbursement
- Opportunities for advancement
- $0.50 raise after 90 days
- Starting pay $8.50 - $9.00 per hour

Call the Recruiting Hotline at 1-800-762-3744, then dial 6000, then enter the mailbox #6927 to get more information and directions to our facilities in St. Louis. 

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON AT EITHER LOCATION: 
6150 Olive Lane  
St. Louis, MO 63112  
(Tues. & Thurs. 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
or  
5434 Eagle Industrial Ct.  
Hazelwood, MO 63042  
(Mon. & Wed. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

FedEx Ground
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www.fedex.com  
Must be at least 18 years old  
I06A3A

Observe Inc.

Is currently hiring for positions at Busch Stadium for all Cardinals Home Games.

Call Angie @ 636-274-3700

The Old Spaghetti Factory

If you answered yes, then come to:

The Old Spaghetti Factory  
727 N. First Street (On Laclede's Landing) 
and fill out an application

We are currently hiring for all positions:
Some of the great employee benefits include:

- Employee Discounts  
- Flexible scheduling  
- Metro Link Access  
- 15-1/2 weeks away  
- Get your own schedule

www.oldspaghetti.com

Racie Rose

388.3111

Students / or / College building  
email:  
staffphotographer@budyavezian.com 

stagnant-widens:  
Buck Madden,  
Val Thompson,  
Barbara Schaefer  
Brian Crotty  
Darrick Morris  
Derek Barnett  
206 Bldg. for Cash  
Students / or / College building  
website:  
http://www.osu.edu/students/budyavezian.com
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Riverman from broken home

By Lu' Green

"The Pot Collection: A Mary Wonna Exhibit," showing in Gallery 420, is getting high reviews from DUMSL students since it opened on Friday, March 29.

For many students who may not have seen the collection, it is an eye-opener. "I hadn't seen anything like this," said one student. "I'm glad we can see these things up close."

Mary Wonna, the artist who created the collection, was present to talk about her work. "I've always wanted to share my art with others," she said. "I hope this exhibition attracts more people to explore the world of pot."

The exhibition consists of various pieces of pottery, ranging from small bowls to large vases. Wonna explained the process she used to create each piece, from the initial design to the final product.

The exhibition runs until April 26, and is open daily from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Visitors are encouraged to ask Wonna questions and learn more about her artwork.

The Pot Collection: A Mary Wonna Exhibit is located in Gallery 420, and is free to the public. For more information, call the DUMSL campus hotline at 555-5555.
Our Opinion

The Current is a bloody mess, to hell with it all!

Every Monday, a disease is spread across the DUMSL campus, in sow- 
most cases, a rather sickening 10-4 page mass of gibberish and drollery called The Current. Students walk by the stands and let out approving grunts and murmurings. Teachers walk by the stands and let out approving grunts and murmurings. Some teachers who do not love their jobs, of the right side of the road do not pick up the paper, only to be bedazzled by its cover. Students complain that The Current constantly bumbles impor- 
tant events (such as the Eye School’s Pig Roast) and ignores prominent DUMSL officials (we say, knowingly, the same thing). They complain that the Current promotes only what it wishes, and has a common 
disposition towards many campus offices (like the Library) as a campus of a campus of a campus office.

Many students have gone so far as to express three cent reduced on their student accounts as the Current will no longer be able to operate. And you know what? We at The Current wholeheartedly agree. hell, we think that we actually read the stuff we write!

The stuff of The Current here be two reasons, and only one reason, and that is if it contains enhancement. We all 
know that, after our days at DUMSL, we will have a firm grip on what we put on this paper. First — true excitement that our paper is actually written. And lest it be known that DUMSL degree means next to jack to the aver­ 
age employer. (Hell, some of the most expensive cars are filled with a guy or a girl at the Diamond Cabaret.)

We are still are found a few times of heavy drinking and an illicit fi 1 
and we do not step on the necks of various "mind-altering" sub­ 
stances and we have a completed project. And who’s a genius? Hell, most DUMSL students spent an 
average of four hours on campus, and well over thirty of those hours are spent trying to find parking. If they even pick up the newspaper, you can’t say that they gained anything.

Nobody cares, and basically that includes us. We have this tiny office, with computers, a microscope, and all the tools and we’re getting a paycheck every few weeks. It’s the best of both worlds.

I do like the rest of the DUMSL cam­ 
pus only said out over 30 percent of our students can read, so what’s the big 
complaint? It’s not like we are legiti­ 
mate news source or anything.

Let’s face it. DUMSL is not the most happening place around, and sometimes we just prefer to use our status as "journalists" to get into bars and baseball games for free. Sure, we do write stories about the campus and stuff, and as long as it doesn’t inter­ 
ference with our work.

So you students think that The 

beer, women, and politics

It’s strange how people just don’t understand. In life, I am continually amazed at how judgmental my peo­ 
ple can be. Take a couple of weekends ago during Picnic. After main­ 
streaming my S-treker workweek, I decided I needed a day to relax all my tensions. At 9:00 a.m., one day was going to end up at St. Louis, and I had to have a costume to get to the 100 fund. If I did have a brilliant festival, I came into our court with my "Riverfront head and half bachelorette." I figured everyone would stand up and cheer at the sight of a naked Riverfront.

Unfortunately, I was only the one at attention. Most people just ignored us with their mouths open. The only people who seemed to enjoy my naked act were the first boys who also enable the nakedness out in the stands.

The police took us to jail, and I had to be bailed out for sixty dollars more than anyone grudgingly, "brave" but failed to think twice could slight our rela­ 
tionship.

To help pacify my deep-fried emotions, this actions, you should watch.

Lil’ Bitch

Mama’s Boy

Sweet!

One of my friends called me, "Lil’ Bitch," and I called my apologies for my actions on March 31st. I want an explanation for my actions in that bar, and I hope that I will never say or feel, really ever, to never be able to come back. Please note that this is not a good apologetic, but I feel that it can be used to understand that this is not a good apologetic, but I hope that you don’t go again. So I forget that this hap­ 

couple in the perfect relationship.

My wild and crazy
spring break, mom

The work prior to Spring Break is a class and instead of doing as I follow small students talk about their upcoming weeks, I thought, "What a waste of time when you could be doing something impor­ 
tant." Over my Spring Break, I had big plans, plans that were productive, and beneficial to others as well as myself. I thought with up school to be the team mascot, maybe someone’s dreams.

I informed a brother who drove ears, and I am continually amazed and a few miles out to go fast, I wasn’t the one driving the car, so I didn’t say anything. Wherever man, I’ll just grab my brew and play some Euros. Bye all.

What’s your opinion?

How do you feel about the topics we’ve written about?

You can make your voice heard in a variety of ways!

• Beer
• Human Genome Project
• Goats

Submit a Letter to the Editor
Write a Guest Commentary
Visit the Online Forums at TheCurrentOnline.com
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DUMSL knights Knight

NCAA Brain Bracket

What obstacle elements exist inside Bobby Knight's head that make him TICKY?

This knight is a bit ticky, as the NCAA has charged that the University of Virginia took part in...
Teen pop saves the world

BY BUCK MAYO
The Music Man

Teen pop, much as the like that is called by some as teen-pop stars Nick and Britney Spears, is the new American music form. Following the veneration of the traditional pure music, American music became again produced by teenagers to increase in their intellectual scope and the dance hall bustle, that the world is forever changed. Teen-pop culture went so far that it becomes a tarantula of a cultural renovation and artistic expression that the popular music reaches all over the world. Legends of the era have found a new army of young artists, as well as new heroes.

The sounds, phrases and expression is the fast and circumstance of teen-pop. Teens obsessed oneself with music helps lose in the water under their. Legends of the era have found a new army of young artists, as well as new heroes.

The sounds, phrases and expression is the fast and circumstance of teen-pop. Teens obsessed oneself with music helps lose in the water under their. The well-conditioned dance movies express a sense of community and togetherness. The dances are often very erotic, forming a large amount of hip thrusts and self-grappling. This erotic nature is thought to symbolize the renewal of life in the face of the inevitability of death. This is also the reason why so many of female teen-pop stars show their navel every now and then, as often as possible.

Although the dances resemble an attack formation, such as all the dancing forming a V with the point facing the crowd. The frustration was first published as an offensive strategy in the game of football. Its uniqueness in the teen-pop movement means in a message in young society. It is a combination of the culture of sports and fair play in being danced. It is the wealth of the song, the most prominent echoes show up as the dance moves.

Another important aspect of teen-pop is the process of a visual aesthetic. Unlike the teen-pop genre are perfecting their dance moves in the realm of music and painting light. The subordinate form of teen-song makes an irresponsible hue with light and shadow, letting the sub-culture of purples and greens of the lights, on the street of the city, are attended by the audience to worship, despairing to try to bring the teen-pop stars that have become fast in the new, fast, when one thinks all is lost, the teen-pop stars will believe in order to save oneself and for someone else, they will change, and all of a sudden for the teen-pop stars will change unexpectedly stopped, often their cars are dumped in the air and then ended heading down their flight. This could cause many of the crowd to arrive with a mixture of excitement and joy, and the crowd will undo the feeling of once being lost and now found.

Teen pop saves the world

The big new girl group, Diddy Pals, are currently on tour with Britney Spears. Luckily for the men of the world, these hotshots are all single. Catch them flaunting their hips this summer at States Center.

Another well-professed staple of a teen-pop concert are the greatly inflated set ticket prices. The ticket prices are really high, much higher than the price of the concert. Many of the people who buy the tickets are forced to find that their employment. This in turn cuts down on the number of people that might otherwise have been attending the concert. So many teen-pop concerts actually sell off. The given time, the music will usually present its true sense and no demand of the ticket prices.

There are many hidden treasures of inspiration and insight lurking around a teen- pop concert.

Music news from around the world

The Posh, not worth all the hype

BY SANNY GOFISH
Custom Commander

Following a tip from a now former friend, I decided to try the Posh at DISCSM. I began by asking for the group and learned what I was. It was supposed to be a five-star restaurant for the upper echelons of the typically well-off DISCSM students. However, I was not disappointed.

Upon first glances, I thought I had arrived at the wrong place. Although the building is probably constructed very quickly, the modern lotting is in a top price. The bread had actually care now our very few and BIV, this is not a price stack.

As I walked through the glass doors, I had to open myself. I could not help but sigh. This was obviously not the crowd I was expecting. My Versace suit seemed quite out of place against the plain and lifeless color of the building. Over the dirty escalator and the simple look at the Unlike of the inside with their books eagerly spread out all over the tables. Patrons of the Posh must actually walk through and around the tables to order.

No one came up to me and asked to see my ticket. I walked into a huge room, and I finally decided that the maids had to be in the back. So, I walked unbothered by the Posh sign only to find that there were no servers or any paper menus. Maybe getting lost, I had no idea where to go. I felt stuck and still something special about being located in a penthouse, in that sense.

Glancing around and grinning, I realized this was going to get to be the extremely disappointing fact I had expected. The menu was full of choices, but little variety, almost everything ordered can be made of beef. People were actually standing in line and ordering such things as hamburger and French fries. Waiting to leave we were and it had to go on the way in the line. I decided to try one of the high-hunt, low-class "food."

Hoping to be safe, I ordered a basic French fries. Then I was actually all to fill my own plate with a "food." After finally paying for my now chilled food, I stumbled at my napkins and condiments. Finding an empty table was difficult, as nearly all of the tables were either full or dirty. I finally cleaned out next to me and the worst spot at an empty. Placing in a surprisingly comfortable seat, I began to eat my now soggy sandwich and my fries. Although giving a full review of food that was prepared quickly and easy for dinner, this dinner was still fairly good. The Posh had actually held together even though the many thousand island dressing had been sitting in for so long. The French fries even you call to easily eat.

I decided to clean up on the area, including emptying my own food into one of the sparse trash cans. No tip there!

The hot new girl group, Diddy Pals, are currently on tour with Britney Spears. Luckily for the men of the world, these hotshots are all single. Catch them flaunting their hips this summer at States Center.

There are many hidden treasures of inspiration and insight lurking around a teen-pop concert.

The unsightly sign announces the entrance to the Posh on the lower level of the MK Students for Cash Building.

Compiled by Slim Chance

The music world was given the good news that Elvis Costello is planning a world tour for later this year. But this announcement was followed by a real bombshell: that pop music legend ABBA will reunite and, furthermore, the band would join Elvis Costello on his upcoming world tour.

While most preparations for the upcoming "ABA and Costello" tour are going smoothly, there seems to be some trouble with scheduling. Apparently, they still havent decided where on the world they will stop for the first leg of the tour. In other news, tragedy struck the band They Might Be Giants when the Supreme Court ruled Thursday that they are not, in fact, giants. While fans of the band are shattered, the Vermont fans are pleased to press on and keep recording their music. Rumors have it that their next album will be released under the name "They Might Be Above Average Height."

And finally, in a recent political move, MTV signed the veteran songwriters they thought of its new program, "MTV Reality Show." According to the idea, five president will meet at their three percent and they divided it, and 90 percent said, "just show some music videos."
Flat Earthers oppose theory of gravity

BY PRUDENCE OLDMAN
Stagnant Friday

Last month one of the most obscure, but important works of the Flat Earth Coalition staged a protest outside thePhysics Department last Monday, March 25. Waving signs that read "There Is No Gravity: The Earth Ends Here," the "Earth Coalition" manifested for the theories of "Gravity." In the midst of the protest were supporters of the Flat Earth Coalition, who believe the Earth is a flat disc, floating in space, and that the notion of gravity is a misunderstanding of the universe's physics classes.

"Everyone knows there are forces in the Theory of Gravity," a student in the Theory of Evolution, said. "Cristiana's got it all the attention!" Another student, Marjory Mainstream, said, "We demand that the Physics Department offer students the "Intelligent Velociraptor" Theory, along with the Theory of Gravity. After all, it's only a theory."

"It's our organization that believes that if one tiny fact does not mention a spherical Earth, it is wrong to assume the Earth is not flat," explained Cristiana. "But we are reasonable, and we've developed a scientific explanation. We know that space is a vacuum, and so the only force other than our Flat Earth is a vacuum force. In fact, it is clearly supported by our party." Of course, we have evidence from our theory by looking in the apocryphal parts of the Flat Earth Coalition's interpretation: Theory of Gravity. And we find plenty of problems with this theory, enough so we feel that students should be given sufficient view to explain the fact that things fall down.

Representatives of other spiritual organizations that use the same name say they are perplexed by the Flat Earth Coalition's interpretation. The Neve Geocentric Ministries, a professor of spiritual studies, explained the difference by saying, "This is what can happen when some groups use a literal interpretation of writings with a spiritual meaning and which have been translated through many languages."

"We believe that the Earth is not flat," said Professor Leon Calculators, commenting, "The Earth is a sphere, and we are teaching science. When we start teaching other religious ideas about the nature of the physical world, where will it end? Do we have to give equal space to groups that believe the Earth ends on the back of a great tortoise? They are equal to their beliefs too. Really, I think it's a boring topic for a comparative religions course." Calculators continued, "Besides, we have scientific data to support the Theory of Gravity. Even if we haven't figured out everything about how gravity works, the facts still remain that every physical concept is supported by gravity. It's a central fact of physics."

Shakespearean Genetics was quick to respond to Professor Calculators's remarks. "The professor admits it- they "believe" in their theory of gravity." Our theory may seem different, but we know that the Earth is a flat disc, floating in space, and that the notion of gravity is a misunderstanding of the universe's physics classes."

A stormy night at Kiel Opera

BY VEL VETCAPE

Being a longtime fan of opera and new to the St. Louis area, I was eager to find out what the booked opera season would offer. Of course, I headed downtown to Kiel Opera House on the first Saturday night I could, with great anticipation, to see how the opera was being performed that night. Although I had heard that pulling out your opera was sometimes problematic, I was happy that there were no box office delays to the evening. Despite the lack of an usher to help me locate my seat, I did manage to find my way into the mezzanine. It appeared that the opera was being prepared for the evening's performance. The evening's performance opened with a symphony, which was very tragic. A drop of dark wine to take the edge off the audience, did nothing to brighten the atmosphere. It was a very tragic performance, perhaps with a dark foreshadowing.

Every time immolation, the music began to come up and a foamy was the hole did not lead to a consensus scored, so I had not even a drop of dark wine to quench the edge of the orchestra. Glowing my way back to my seat confirmed by impres- sions of the darkness of the audience. In fact, it appeared I was the only one there.

That very dark production at the Kiel Opera House has little to recom- mend it, even if you are a big fan of tragedy. In fact, it was the darkest opera I have ever seen. The atmosphere was so dark, the opera was both dark and effective.

"I am not sure what the future holds with opera," said Professor Calculators. "But we are teaching science. When we start teaching other religious ideas about the nature of the physical world, where will it end? Do we have to give equal space to groups that believe the Earth ends on the back of a great tortoise? They are equal to their beliefs too. Really, I think it's a boring topic for a comparative religions course." Calculators continued, "Besides, we have scientific data to support the Theory of Gravity. Even if we haven't figured out everything about how gravity works, the facts still remain that every physical concept is supported by gravity. It's a central fact of physics."
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DUMSL students were included in the results of a recent study published in the "Journal of Specious Research" reporting that excessive learning may in fact be detrimental to our ability to think.

Researchers interviewed hundreds of students and faculty from different universities, subjecting participants to a rigorous series of surveys and psychological testing. Their startling findings have profound consequences for college students.

Researchers now believe there may be a direct correlation between a person's level of academic achievement and their level of common sense.

Researchers found that as we gain in academic achievement, there is a corresponding drop in our ability to use common sense reasoning. These effects become more pronounced with increasing levels of academic achievement.

For this study, participants were asked to answer questions from two categories: academic questions and common sense questions. An example of an academic question might be: "What are the first three digits of Pi?" While an example of a common sense question might be: "Which do you put on first: shoes or socks?"

Undergraduate students, in their first and second years, answered far better on both series of questions, but undergraduates in their third and fourth years showed a marked increase in their scores on the academic portion and a corresponding drop in their scores on the common sense questions. The problem became more pronounced when researchers sampled graduate students.

One researcher commented, "By the Master's degree level, participants were only able to answer around 10 percent of the common sense questions. By the time a person has reached the PhD level, forget about it!"

Professors and other instructors seemed to have the lowest level of common sense outside of any of the samples. Given a list of common household objects and asked to pick which might be useful in a rainstorm, several professors offered answers like "umbrella," "raincoat," or "rain boots." In the study about a year earlier, but unfortunately our study was themselves not immune to the findings of this study. They were included in the results of a recent study about a year earlier,

The researchers involved in this study were themselves not immune to the aforementioned decline in reasoning ability. Researchers say that the reasonings involved in this study may not be as much of a surprise to many college students who have come to expect bizarre behavior from their professors. It may also help explain to many upper-level university students why they see in themselves working unrelated words and forgetting where they left their keys.

Some students may wonder what they can do to avoid these unforeseen declines in common reasoning ability. Researchers say for the only way to avoid this is to stop doing it immediately. One researcher commented, "I feel you feel you are not in a school, do yourself a favor and try not to think about it too much; we have found that the sharper decline to reasoning comes just after finals and midterms.

Researchers involved in this study were themselves not immune to the aforementioned decline in reasoning ability. They are the words of one of the researchers involved in this study. We would have finished the study a year earlier, but unfortunately our computer broke down and no one could figure out how to work the pencil."

DUMSL students were included in the results of a recent study published in "Journal of Specious Research" reporting that excessive learning may in fact be detrimental to our ability to think.

Bleachers collapse at DUMSL softball game, no one killed

BY ALIA LVYPOV
Stagnant Writer

A record-breaking crowd of 1311 people turned out for the softball game last Thursday and during an exciting chase, the bleachers collapsed (injury: about 3). The Lady Paddle Booters were in two points in the 7th inning when the inspection occurred.

"I saw the crowd take a dive and what looked like my dog fly through the air," said Stella Frank. "I decided we better call a time out, in case of academic questions and common sense questions. The goal was a B in A and a 5.

The game was won by Aria Boot, a 5-

Donations were sorted and asked to pick which might be useful in a rainstorm. Several professors offered answers like "umbrella," "raincoat," or "rain boots." In the study about a year earlier, but unfortunately our study was themselves not immune to the findings of this study. They were included in the results of a recent study about a year earlier, but unfortunately our study was themselves not immune to the findings of this study.

"I don’t get to the supernumerary to pick up some vocabulary for my mathematics exam," said one student whose name is either Dorothy or Tim.

Other damage was done and the University Called the Fire department to discuss repercussions.

"All I know is that I ended up with a broken leg in my new spring jumper and I don’t even know what this is in my hair," said Mary R. "The University has to better pay for this."

The umpire resumed play after the presence of a new player, the Fire department said. The bleachers were pur- chased wholesale from Tillotson’s a company whose name is very kind of steel with a different kind of feet.

"We were able to save 23 people who had severe foot and head injuries and 33 people had serious bruises and fractures. No breaks or frac- tures were reported.

"I must get to the supernumerary to pick up some vocabulary for my mathematics exam," said one student whose name is either Dorothy or Tim.

"I was going to have tea and then my hair," said Matty B. "The University had better pay for this."

The umpire resumed play after everyone's sorted out of the pile. Parents were furrowed and worried were just trying to make sense out of it. The Lady Paddle Booters said the tragedy as fueled for the fire and ended up with a 3-2 win.
Planked Road Brewery, Mosquito, unveil new line of drink

New 'Isopropyl Alcoholic' comes in 140- or 198-proof, strong enough for drink

The new drink is a mix of Isopropyl Alcohol and water, with a strong alcohol content of 140 or 198 proof. The drink is designed for those who want to experience a stronger alcohol content in their beverages.

**Applications for the Student Government Association**

**President**

**Vice-President**

**Comptroller**

**Assembly Members at Large**

Will be available in the Student Activities Office

366 Millennium Student Center

Applications will be due Friday, April 5 by noon

For more information contact Joe Flees at 516-5286
by Bruce Marshall
Special to the Stagian, oh so very good.

It is a little known fact that most newspaper movie critics are former sports writers. You, Roger Ebert and Peter Ostrum were once sports writers.

Of course, many of these guys were serve, fire, bull or took the time to learn about the history of movies and the techniques of filmmaking and maybe even knew something about li- terature or photography, but this can rarely be more than a spontaneous creative spirit. In order to help them develop this know-how needed to know in movie writing reviews. As a writer who hopes to be a sports writer or better, yet a colorful com- mentary on movies, they could indeed benefit from movie critics. They could even teach us some things about things. Unlike sports writ- ers, movie critics are in the game to see how the teams travel at 3 knots, and some might even throw you off, eh? It’s my theory that I have known the top 10 movies of the week’s edition, I have listed the top 10 most important movies of the week.

The end, the end of it all ... this is the end of the world. This is the end of time, and we’re just going to keep going. We’re not going to stop. We’re all going to die. This is the end of the world. This is the end of the world. This is the end of the world.

Sports writers are the best film critics

POSH, from page 1

For those students who don’t care platitude about their film criticism, Ostrum points out that "There’s plenty of sloppy in the DOMUL grandstand, so get to diggin’!" I sure didn’t see that precious piece in this end.

One DOMUL student, Danny Bache, sophomore, fashion studies, stated, "Well, they’re going to lose together, at least tonight.

"Oh, I’ve searched, you won’t buy any more of your stupid salads and milkshakes anymore, wanker."

On Satyam, the "Actor who is probably the greatest movie star of all time, Arnold Schwarzenegger. He is always exactly who you expected him to be."

There are a few things needed for a great movie. Sports writers know this better than those film types.

Sports writers are the best critics.

ENIGMA, from page 15

This is the end, the end of the world. The end, the end of all. This is the end.

There’s something about that little hick who just started running a small town after a cold night, almost like a chill, but reason, reasons, reason.

I am the ogre. I am the wal­rus.

George Costanza, of Course.

Wow, that’s entertaining.

And so be the bad, and so be the good, and so be the bad, and so be the good.

Oh, you win! Our dream ends as he leaps out of the window.

To really really really when they think they’re looking for you, I think it’s better to be dead."

"I’m sure that’s true," said a grinning Mr. T. There’s something about that little hick who just started running a small town after a cold night, almost like a chill, but reason, reasons, reason.

"Oh, you win! Our dream ends as he leaps out of the window.

To really really really when they think they’re looking for you, I think it’s better to be dead."

"I’m sure that’s true," said a grinning Mr. T. There’s something about that little hick who just started running a small town after a cold night, almost like a chill, but reason, reasons, reason.

But Mr. T. has a surprise for you.

I am the ogre. I am the wal­rus.

George Costanza, of Course.

Wow, that’s entertaining.

And so be the bad, and so be the good, and so be the bad, and so be the good.

Oh, you win! Our dream ends as he leaps out of the window.

To really really really when they think they’re looking for you, I think it’s better to be dead."

"I’m sure that’s true," said a grinning Mr. T. There’s something about that little hick who just started running a small town after a cold night, almost like a chill, but reason, reasons, reason.

"Oh, you win! Our dream ends as he leaps out of the window.

To really really really when they think they’re looking for you, I think it’s better to be dead."

"I’m sure that’s true," said a grinning Mr. T. There’s something about that little hick who just started running a small town after a cold night, almost like a chill, but reason, reasons, reason.
Increase is Bored Curators meeting, held last week at Ondes of discussion. In the Let the underworld once the Bored Curators, cited a tem-wide, budget, an increase in student fees, "Steal from the kids said. "It's in Bored history. Like I'm paying the extra cost or thing." Bow before my dark might and power.

Steal from the kids said. "We feel that was hotter any-thing."

Due to an earlier announcement my cmned off -rolor ly ignored, mainly due to the climate of and details regarding the room temperature and even amusing, were said one member of the group. "Some student groups, such as the Workers International and more, have been anticipating the increase, but it amounts to about $17,000 extra that a student would have to raise per month."

"Not to trivialize the increase, but it amounts to about $117,000 extra that a student would have to raise per month."

To help students cope with their new bills, the Board made a point to show that the increase is only an additional $93,666 per credit hour, or $1.4 million extra th a t a student would have to raise per month.

University Program Board has Committee and Subcommittee positions open

Work with variety of different areas:

- Guest Speakers
- Mirthday
- Music
- Videos/Films
- College Bowl

Applications Available in Student Activities Office

3rd Floor MSC

Call Kristine Franklin @ 516-5531 for more info

All Applications Due By 2 p.m. April 24th
UM System boss is devil in disguise

President also goes by Lucifer, Satan

by L.L. Brych

Monroe St. Louis

"According to visions by DUMSL, New Man House Dad Kent, UM System president, his demon form may actually be the Dark Prince of 'Satan.'" "Checko came on campus last week and expected to see the usual tuition increase, and my office usually didn't surprise him. 'The waters run red with blood, and many of my peers began to weep.'" "Kent is not the first person in the public consciousness to feel when being around the Devil, and when saw some of the strange. The UM System's DUMSL, Chancellor Brad Newbill, at their last discussion, a dinner meeting between the four-campus chancellor's Checko and Newbill on campus, was a battle into a battle (no pun intended) between the last college. Checko's face became almost crimson, as he shocked something in Newbill's face. "I tend to explain to Checko that DUMSL is a growing campus and needs protection, but I just wouldn't understand," said Newbill. In a follow up interview with Lordan Barton, the voice of the UM System, Newbill explained Checko became so furious that he warned Barton not to come in a sigil normally and throw him into Ben Lake. "Meanwhile, "May the Devil have begun sulfuring every student body, enrolled in it. "A few months back, Chancellor Frink was on vacation in the Deep Dead. "I've been a man of the fires, but (I'm not)," said Barton, still not understanding the efficacious transformation. "That's why I'm here."

Down Orleans, director of the UM System's Checko, explained Checko's choice of doing nothing after his meeting at DUMSL's last dinner meeting. "For some reason Checko didn't totally understand the importance of DUMSL graduates," Oshiflamin said. "I really didn't know how to even interpret professional death had never occurred such a moment before.

Ken Hodgkinson, director of housing and dining for the Medical Students for Cell building, found Checko's choice for the meeting room strange. According to Hodgkinson, Newbill ordered the thermometer he turned up 'hotter than hell.' "After he said that, he turned into the most brilliant of the afternoon off," Hodgkinson said. "Second nose claimed.

So Marini, director of misinformation for the UM System, wanted to clear these claims, saying, "my money is on the remains that you will ever meet. Some would say he's even on the list."

"Claims that Checko is the devil are not going right at this time and the face which his his face appeared in a pool of molten lava is

UM - St. Louis

22ND ANNUAL AWARENESS WEEK
APRIL 1-5, 2002

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

Monday

9:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Student Center TV Room
"The Other Sister"
"SHREK"
"Chips Interrupted"
"Remember the Titans"

April 1

9:30 a.m. - 12 noon
Student Center TV Room
"Remember the Titans"
"The Other Sister"
"SHREK"

April 2

9:30 a.m. - 12 noon
2nd Floor Millennium Student Center Lobby
9 - 12 noon
10 - 12 Noon
2nd Floor Millennium Student Center
Student Center Lobby
12:15 p.m.
1st Floor
Millennium Student Center

"SHOOT FROM THE HIP CONTEST"
Sign up on 2nd Floor Millennium Student Center

Tuesday

10 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Student Center TV Room
"The Other Sister"
"SHREK"
"Remember the Titans"
"The Other Sister"

Wednesday

10 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Student Center TV Room
"The Other Sister"
"Remember the Titans"
"SHREK"
"Remember the Titans"

Thursday

10 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Student Center TV Room
"The Other Sister"
"Remember the Titans"
"SHREK"
"Remember the Titans"

Friday

DANCE SOCIAL
Carlos Ray, DJ

SPONSORED BY
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES ASSOCIATION
DISABILITY ACCESS SERVICES
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
THE CURRENT
Help Wanted

Help Wanted male & female models.
All models will be compensated for their time. Contact Chris @ 314-971-8158 or Matt @ 314-846-0765.

$520 a day potential
Training provided. Call us at 1-800-295-3585.

Tutors Needed
Qualifications: A/B average in the class, cumulative Gpa of 3.0, completion of 60 credit hours. Benefit: $10 per hour, set your own schedule, campus position. Please contact Allison via phone at 314-655-5444, email t obeyrums@umsl.edu or in person at 144 NCC.

Looking for fun-filled, challenging, rewarding summer employment? Join us at girl scout resident camp near St. Louis, Competitive salary; paid weekly; room/ board. Contact Debra at 314-990-1201 or in person at 144 NCC.

12249 Natural Bridge Road
Bridgeport, Missouri 63044
(314) 291-3215
FAX: (314) 291-8258

2002 Summer Leagues

Day       Type       League              #Bowlers    Time     MTG

Monday    Sr. 8-6pm    Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Jr.          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Tuesday   Scratch     Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Jr.          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Wednesday Jr.        Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Thursday  Jr.        Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Jr.          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Friday    Jr.        Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Saturday  Jr.        Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Jr.          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Sunday   Jr.        Mix of Match         4          Noon    May 20
          Jr.          Mix of Match     4          7 P.M.    May 20

Can you clean up this mess?
The Stagnant is hiring a housekeeper. This position is unpaid and requires 60 hours per week, however it offers several perks:

Free food (Stagnant staffs always throw away at least half their lunch.)
Work with great people (Play drinking games with U17 Bitch or challenge Dancing Queen to Bobble.)
Good Exercise (Scrubbing the carpet really works up a sweat.)

Apply today! Call 314-6810 and ask for Sissy Velcro.

UM-St. Louis students, faculty and staff: CLASSIFIEDS are FREE!!

CLASSIFIED RATES

* Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in 5 word minimum. Builds and CAPS limits are free. All classified must be prepared by check, money order or credit card. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication.

http://thecurrentonline.com adv@thecurrentonline.com
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Sig Tau Gorilla fraternity shows its advertising talents on the west lawn of SBB.

**By Li'li Brinn**

**Men's Decaf**

In an effort to increase membership, fraternity members have hung banners of Barney and singing the DULM Song. However, the Sig Tau Gorilla, paper and paint just aren’t enough, and according to president Cole Dunham Post, “we’ve got a way to use natural resources to get the most attention.

The new advertisement, which Pose, along with his fellow pledge secretaries, invested the frat’s $45, 21 beers, pants with zippers, and a feel good.

“We created this method of advertising because it’s hard to get guys to volunteer to hand out flyers.” Pose said. “What Sig Tau is going to say over our time?”

Pose also added an increased cost of the price of paper and paint for the fraternity’s decision to begin this new way to get the word out.

The job at the copy theatre stopped during me, so I can’t even talk her into paper anymore,” said Pose.

Although the results of the advertising weren’t the lowest until this weekend, Post is optimistic.

“Already people have been talking about it,” Pose said. “The people, the Chancellor, the Office of Fraternal Diversion, it’s been getting a lot of attention.”

Student reaction to the “Sig” has been mixed. Some feel that the use of a song as a medium is totally inappropriate, while others think that the display is a “call for attention” and should be taken as much.

“B flock of goldfish renamed,” Bunch Simple director of public relations, said. “The Chancellor slipped in the trash and forgot her audi, Dunia kids are screwing up everything.

“I think it’s a simple obscenity,” said Clark McMillan, manager of Communications at DULM, and ZTT advises, “What better way to convey your message than in 50-foot letters on the lawn of the campus. Good for them.”

“Sext” is the greatest, even better than Pokemon.

— Joe Schmidt, Fraternity

**Sexts Epsilon Chi at DULM**

Since 1963, DULM has enjoyed a rich and vibrant Greek system, with Sigma Pi, Pretty Kitty Airhead and Sigma Tau Epsilon (S.E.X.) now having been established on Supernatural Bridge Road.

However, Dr. Capen Moraga, director of DULM, modern admissions, and Utopia Meadows Director Ping John said they have a new house of men may charter.

Sigma Epsilon Chi, which was founded in 1968 and Utopia Meadows, Ping John’s self-proclaimed “broach pad” is looking to colonize the DULM campus, if successful, this will be the first S.E.X house at any University.

“Basically, I’m really kind of having so many people over at my little apartment,” John said. “We’ve built a strong brother and sister bond, and we need to expand. We think that, with a chapter house, we can increase our membership.

Johns, who currently serves as the fraternity’s advisor, has mentioned that, “all we have is over 327 students who have shown interest in the orga-
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